
LEADING MANUFACTURER & 
SUPPLIER OF HIGH QUALITY 
METAL CASTING



COMPANY PROFILE

Bhagwati metal Industries is the largest manufacturer of metal casting, serving 
the end user from last four decades. Founded in the year 1974, with the aim to 
deliver quality products to the user. Over the years we have become one of the 
leading companies of India supplying Metal Casting like, Phosphorus Bronze 
Metal Casting, Gun Metal Casting, Aluminium Bronze Casting, Aluminium Alloy 
Casting, S.S. Casting, S.G. Iron Casting, Alloys Steel Casting & C.I. Casting. 

Our headquarter is located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat where our team of metal 
experts works with determination to deliver nothing but the best to our clients. 
we create tailored products to meet our customer’s unique needs.

Our entire team has expertise in this industry which helps us innovate while 
maintaining all the industry norms.

With more than 45 years of experience in the metal and casting industry, we 
can be your reliable one-stop supplier for all types of grade castings as per IS 
& International standards. 

We manufacture and test 
our products under the

 supervision of our highly 
skilled and experienced team. 

www.bhagwatimetal.in
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PHOSPHORUS BRONZE CASTING

Looking for Phosphor Bronze Metal for domestic and commercial use? We can help 
you in providing the best phosphorus bronze metals casting. 
Our phosphorus bronze metals Castings are built from high-quality metals and last 
long. Some physical properties of phosphorus bronze include-

• Phosphorus  • Tin  • Zinc  • Copper

Grades of 
P. Bronze Metal

PB1, PB2, PB3 & 
PB4

GUN METAL CASTING

Our Goal is to provide our customers with premium quality gun metal casting. We are 
well renowned for manufacturing high-quality gun metal casting parts. Our experts 
manufacture this with superior quality raw materials and ultra-modern technology. 
Our experienced professionals are always there to guide them. We also provide    
customized gun metal casting according to the demand of our clients.   

Grades of 
Gun Metal

LTB-1, LTB-2, 
LTB-3, LTB-4, 
LTB-5, LTB-6
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ALUMINIUM ALLOY CASTING

Ûěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ůȁěƖʅ ðŘƲšŀţƲšʅ čðƞƪŀţĴɐʅ Rƪʅ ŀƞʅ ðţʅ ŀĔěðŘʅ ǋðǑʅ ĳůƖʅ šðţƲĳðčƪƲƖŀţĴʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅʅʅʅʅʅʅʅ
ðŘƲšŀţƲšʅ ƓƖůĔƲčƪƞʅ ǋĻŀčĻʅ ðƖěʅ ƲƞěĔʅ ŀţʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ ŀţĔƲƞƪƖŀěƞʅ ƖŀĴůƖůƲƞŘǑɐʅ Ûěʅ Ʋƞěʅʅ
top-notch aluminum raw Material that enables us to implements molding             
methodologies. These are available in various shapes, sizes, grades, dimensions, and 
ƞƓěčŀȆčðƪŀůţƞʅðččůƖĔŀţĴʅƪůʅƪĻěʅčƲƞƪůšěƖɼƞʅƖěƕƲŀƖěšěţƪƞɐ

Grades of 
Aluminium Alloy

IS-617-1957, BS-1490, 
All Grades
LM-2, LM-4, LM-6, 
LM-13, LM-21, LM-24

ALUMINIUM BRONZE CASTING

Aluminum bronzes are used in marine hardware, shafts and pump and valve        
components for handling seawater, sour mine waters, nonoxidizing acids, and          
ŀţĔƲƞƪƖŀðŘʅ ƓƖůčěƞƞʅ ȇƲŀĔƞɐʅ »ĻěǑʅ ðƖěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ƲƞěĔʅ ŀţʅ ðƓƓŘŀčðƪŀůţƞʅ ƞƲčĻʅ ðƞʅ ĻěðǊǑʅ ĔƲƪǑʅ
sleeve bearings, and machine tool ways. Investigations have revealed that the        
ferromagnetism of the iron-rich k phase can be reduced by use of an addition while 
šðŀţƪðŀţŀţĴʅðʅȆţěʅĴƖðŀţʅƞƪƖƲčƪƲƖěɐʅ»ĻŀƞʅĻðƞʅƖěƞƲŘƪěĔʅŀţʅðʅţěǋʅţŀčŕěŘɮðŘƲšŀţƲšʅČƖůţǛěʅ
alloy with low magnetic properties. The properties of this new alloy have been     
`measured and are compared with those of commercial nickel-aluminum bronzes.

Grades of 
Aluminium Bronze

AB-1 and AB-2
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We work with stainless steel which contains nickel, chromium, low carbon stainless, 
ðţĔʅ šůŘǑČĔěţƲšɐʅ Ûěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ǋůƖŕʅ ǋŀƪĻʅ ĻŀĴĻɮƕƲðŘŀƪǑʅ ƞƪðŀţŘěƞƞʅ ǋĻŀčĻʅ ŀƞʅ ƞƓěčŀȆčðŘŘǑʅʅʅʅʅʅʅ
designed for pharmaceutical, aircraft, railways, constructions, automotive and 
chemical industries. We can also provide our clients preceded casting with               
šðčĻŀţŀţĴʅðţĔʅŀţɮĻůƲƞěʅȆţŀƞĻŀţĴɐʅ

S.G. IRON CASTING

SG iron casting is also known as, Spheroidal Graphite Iron, and Spherulitic Graphite 
Iron. It is treated with magnesium for the formation of free graphites. This imparts a 
šěðƞƲƖðČŘěʅĔěĴƖěěʅůĳʅĔƲčƪŀŘŀƪǑʅĳůƖʅčðƞƪŀţĴʅšěƪðŘɐʅ RƪʅůȁěƖƞʅƪĻěʅěǐƓěƖƪƞʅƪůʅĔěƞŀĴţʅðʅ
unique combination of wear resistance, strength, toughness, and fatigue resistance.
»ĻěƖěʅðƖěʅƞěǊěƖðŘʅĴƖðĔěƞʅůĳʅ®FʅRƖůţɕʅěðčĻʅůĳʅǋĻŀčĻʅůȁěƖƞʅěţĴŀţěěƖƞʅǊðƖǑŀţĴʅĔěĴƖěěƞʅ
of tensile strength and elongation, giving it a superior strength to weight ratio.          
Elements like tin and copper are added according to the strength and tensile needed 
for the product. 

Grades of 
SG Iron

ISO 1083:2004
400/15, 500/7, 
600/3, 700/2

C.I. CASTING

ÛěʅůȁěƖʅƪĻŀƞʅ�ɐRɐʅčðƞƪŀţĴʅŀţʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅĔěƪěƖšŀţðƪŀůţƞʅðččůƖĔŀţĴʅƪůʅƪĻěʅƖěƕƲŀƖěšěţƪƞʅ
ůĳʅčƲƞƪůšěƖƞɐʅ»ĻěʅůȁěƖěĔʅ�ɐRɐʅčðƞƪŀţĴʅŀƞʅƓŘðţţěĔʅðţĔʅšðĔěʅŀţʅůƲƖʅƖěȆţěĔʅčƖěðƪŀůţʅ
unit utilizing best quality pigiron and progressed apparatuses and innovation. C.I.     
casting is mainly used in moulds, gearbox, pump parts and many more 
engineering equipments.

Grades of 
Cast Iron

FG-150, FG-200, 
FG-220, FG-260, 
FG-300, FG-350, 
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Ûěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ůȁěƖʅ ðŘƲšŀţƲšʅ čðƞƪŀţĴɐʅ Rƪʅ ŀƞʅ ðţʅ ŀĔěðŘʅ ǋðǑʅ ĳůƖʅ šðţƲĳðčƪƲƖŀţĴʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅʅʅʅʅʅʅʅ
ðŘƲšŀţƲšʅ ƓƖůĔƲčƪƞʅ ǋĻŀčĻʅ ðƖěʅ ƲƞěĔʅ ŀţʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ ŀţĔƲƞƪƖŀěƞʅ ƖŀĴůƖůƲƞŘǑɐʅ Ûěʅ Ʋƞěʅʅ
top-notch aluminum raw Material that enables us to implements molding             
methodologies. These are available in various shapes, sizes, grades, dimensions, and 
ƞƓěčŀȆčðƪŀůţƞʅðččůƖĔŀţĴʅƪůʅƪĻěʅčƲƞƪůšěƖɼƞʅƖěƕƲŀƖěšěţƪƞɐ

S.S. CASTING

We work with stainless steel which contains nickel, chromium, low carbon stainless, 
ðţĔʅ šůŘǑČĔěţƲšɐʅ Ûěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ǋůƖŕʅ ǋŀƪĻʅ ĻŀĴĻɮƕƲðŘŀƪǑʅ ƞƪðŀţŘěƞƞʅ ǋĻŀčĻʅ ŀƞʅ ƞƓěčŀȆčðŘŘǑʅʅʅʅʅʅʅ
designed for pharmaceutical, aircraft, railways, constructions, automotive and 
chemical industries. We can also provide our clients preceded casting with               
šðčĻŀţŀţĴʅðţĔʅŀţɮĻůƲƞěʅȆţŀƞĻŀţĴɐʅ

Grades of 
Stainless Steel 

ASTM / ASME SA 
304, 304L, 316, 
316L, 310, 310S, 410

ALLOYS STEEL CASTING

Alloy steel casting is the process that helps in improving the mechanical properties 
by alloying various elements together. Alloy steel is of two types high-alloy steel and 
low-alloy steel, but mostly the industries use low-alloy steels.

Common alloys present in alloy steel casting are silicon, boron, chromium, nickel, 
and vanadium. Alloy steel casting has a lot of elements that enhance the other 
properties of materials like corrosion resistance and mechanical thermal.

Grades of 
Alloy Steel

IS-1030,EN8, EN9, 
EN19, EN31

Aluminum bronzes are used in marine hardware, shafts and pump and valve        
components for handling seawater, sour mine waters, nonoxidizing acids, and          
ŀţĔƲƞƪƖŀðŘʅ ƓƖůčěƞƞʅ ȇƲŀĔƞɐʅ »ĻěǑʅ ðƖěʅ ðŘƞůʅ ƲƞěĔʅ ŀţʅ ðƓƓŘŀčðƪŀůţƞʅ ƞƲčĻʅ ðƞʅ ĻěðǊǑʅ ĔƲƪǑʅ
sleeve bearings, and machine tool ways. Investigations have revealed that the        
ferromagnetism of the iron-rich k phase can be reduced by use of an addition while 
šðŀţƪðŀţŀţĴʅðʅȆţěʅĴƖðŀţʅƞƪƖƲčƪƲƖěɐʅ»ĻŀƞʅĻðƞʅƖěƞƲŘƪěĔʅŀţʅðʅţěǋʅţŀčŕěŘɮðŘƲšŀţƲšʅČƖůţǛěʅ
alloy with low magnetic properties. The properties of this new alloy have been     
`measured and are compared with those of commercial nickel-aluminum bronzes.
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INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIES

STEEL PLANTS FIRE FIGHTING
EQUIPMENTS

RAILWAYS TEXTILE
INDUSTRIES

CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES

POWER PLANTS SUGAR PLANTS AUTO MOBILE
INDUSTRIES

CEMENT
PLANTS

DEFENCE OIL & GAS
REFINERIES
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C-35, G.I.D.C. Estate, Road No.5, Opp.National Plastics,
Odhav, Ahmedabad-382415

+91 9426065444  | +91 9099663313
bmi1974@gmail.com
www.bhagwatimetal.in
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